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Abstract 
Chaos represents the property of mathematically deterministic systems to behave unpredictably and 
generate random variability. Unpredictability is built into every aspect of our world and the chaos is all around 
us. A typical system of interest such as a biological entity or a weather system is open and coupled to the 
environment – it is receiving feedback from the environment, which enables the effects of chaos to become 
apparent. Simple rules of behavior produce rich spectrum of outcomes that we study as geometric patterns. 
Most shapes in nature are both ordered and disordered. In addition, they are self-similar or fractal. Here we 
demonstrate several ways to produce fractals by using Java programming language. In particular, we show 
details of design of Perceptron program http://perceptron.sourceforge.net/. Finally, we review courses for 
further education. 
 
 
Speaker: Predrag Bokšić 
Country: Serbia 
Contact email: junkerade@gmail.com   
Profile: I graduated physics and astronomy in 2008. I work as a teacher of physics and freelancer. I 
consider myself a science hobbyist and programmer with interest in chaos theory, brain and magic 
tricks.  
 
 
 
TOPIC BACKGROUND 
“Centuries of scientific certainty dissolved in just a few short years. The “truth” of the clockwork universe 
turned out to be just an illusion. Something which had seemed logical turned out to be an act of faith. The 
truth has been staring at us the whole time, because chaos is everywhere. It seemed unpredictability had 
been hardwired into every aspect of the world we live in... It is woven into the basic laws of physics and we 
all have to accept it as a fact of life. The idea of chaos really did have a big impact over a period of about 
20-30 years, because it changed the way everyone thought about what they were doing in science, it 
changed to the point everyone forgot that they thought otherwise.” From http://documentarystorm.com/the-
secret-life-of-chaos/. 
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Ramblings on Chaos, Universality and Fractal Generators 
 

 

For those of you who never peeled an onion, fundamental laws hardly look like layers of onion. Some 
physicists believe that the laws of nature abide to the law of self-symmetry, by which they imply that 
the surface layers resemble those inner ones.  

 

I find it difficult having to answer whether the laws of nature repeat themselves at smaller scales 
exactly. There may be a law of nature that can be applied to smaller scales, but if we zoom in, we may 
see that we lose the sight of the initial shape that we were observing at the larger scale. For example, 
if we zoom in on a curve, we may obtain a slightly less curved line. If we keep zooming in, the curve 
will become a line. Some laws of nature evolve in the same manner. They possess universal forms that 
they become under a transformation similar to zooming.   

     

Figure 1 - If we zoom a curve, we obtain almost a straight line. 

Conceptualize a world in your mind and think about the speed of light that represents the final limit 
on how quickly objects can communicate. Great distances form bubbles in which systems are truly 
apart from one another. Now think of many different coexisting events that share the same 
neighborhood within the reach of each other. These can be mutually unrelated as well, yet in a 
different kind of way. They permeate each other’s existence and leave behind intricate patterns.  



 

Figure 2 - Waves on the water permeate each other, interfere and refract light. 

  

Figure 3 - Spirals are ubiquitous in nature. Galaxies (shown) are basic units of universe. Cosmologists wonder whether they 
were seeded into existence from the same seed or whether portions of early universe had the opportunity to communicate.  

Find two semaphore lights, both in your town. Usually, the two are coupled together strongly to 
control the traffic. If the other semaphore light is in a big city such as New York, the two semaphores 
can send light signals at any random times, uncoupled to one another. Their light signals dissolve in 
the noise of everything.  

Material things do not seem to go through each other thanks to the Pauli principle, yet the stochastic 
synergy of different events and their dissipating energies spread more intricate patterns across the 
landscape. World appears covered with vast randomness that stems from deterministic mapping of 
cause into effect.  

Nature is a tapestry of patterns left from whatever computation is running there on the face of the 
Earth. When we begin to interpret the patterns, we find different dimensions of physical world, such 
as rows and columns in which objects seem arranged, or depth of ocean, or big and small shapes, or 
veins and capillaries of rivers and river basins. Different dimensions of the physical world represent 
the flows of data from universal pattern generators. 



These dimensions contradict the ideas of physics that governed science up until about 1970’s. We do 
not believe any longer that world is a deterministic clockwork mechanism made of gears that are 
running each other with exactitude. And yet, this is the world in which synchronization of fireflies 
occurs spontaneously, which enables the emergence of order. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Dried river basins, trees and capillaries of a biological organism possess common geometric properties. 



“Chaos theory” or science of complexity, is a remarkable combination of various sciences, physics, 
chemistry and biology – on the scale of rising complexity. Consider science of information in this group 
of disciplines. It might help you grasp how a topic requires different perspectives. Complexity science 
gathers scientists from different fields. Study of human networks is also commonplace and then 
suddenly ecosystems spring into mind. I feel that science of complexity takes leaps to look into the 
world as it is unlike an idealization to which I grew accustomed when I studied physics. 

I guess that the science of complexity began with computational games. Nature deals with the 
evolution of fish population and the cycles of disease epidemics, so we grow gardens of automata. 
Scientists who studied these cycles witnessed different groups of outcomes or states. There are just a 
few universalities found in different systems: periodic, stationary and chaotic behavior, which 
resemble states of matter such as solids, liquids and gases. We know a single fundamental relation 
between things – resemblance. 

A system is evolving by changing and updating its contents. It may reflect a simple rule of behavior 
that it applies in a deterministic way by producing specific output value given specific input value, and 
still generate randomness. Perhaps the word chaos would be the most entertaining to use, but I would 
like to underlie that mathematicians proved in very simple terms that the result is indeed randomness. 
The dynamics of the rule, its evolution over time, can magnify effect of slight variations of conditions. 

Simple rules of behavior produce a full set of outcomes enriched with randomness. You don’t need 
anything in addition to produce outstanding greatness and wonder of nature. Here’s why this could 
be your new religion: we are witnessing the science of creation, how the world became what it is 
today. This is particularly useful when you study evolution, ecosystems, economy and other things of 
great interest that start with letter E. 

 

Figure 5 - Can you estimate how big these rocks are? 



The geographic chart is filled with big and small rocks, and even mountains that look like each other. 
You won’t be able to estimate the scale you are looking at correctly. Information about a particular 
scale that you are observing, is ambiguous. It cannot be determined in absolute terms. That property 
is called scale-invariance. Same or similar shape emerges in the field of view at different scales of 
observation, hence, this property is also known as the self-similarity. Most shapes in nature possess a 
degree of self-similarity.  

The self-similarity has several flavors such as exact self-similarity and quasi self-similarity. Earth’s 
landscape has different dimensions of order and chaos that seem to have mixed their signals. Self-
similarity of earthly forms is mixed with randomness. There is a struggle to define various dimensions, 
measure them or read them from a sample by using artificial intelligence. 

The name “fractals” comes from the research of self-similar shapes and other intricate, complex 
forms. It is an invention of one Benoit Mandelbrot, who used the Latin word frangere or broken, as 
the basis for the word fractal. He implied that a fractal could be an object that is whole, but infinitely 
rough, or even infinitely fractured into many intricate pieces.  

When you open a book on fractals, you mostly notice the set theory, as if all these forms are geometric 
bodies that are defined simply as sets. A generating rule is on the table for the simulations to begin. 

To produce fractals, one needs to play with recursion. You could also invest some time in thinking 
about the coupling of a system to the environment or to another system. Coupling means interaction 
or communication of systems. We are mostly familiar with coupling when we discus synchronization 
of two oscillators. The recursion stems from coupling by which a non-linear response from the 
environment can be read in, new output can be produced, and so forth ad infinitum in a feedback 
loop. 

 

Figure 6 - Logo of the most famous fractal renderer contains the same logo in every portion of itself. 

This would be a great moment to ask which event along the feedback loop happens first, or what really 
happened first in the history of Earth, chicken or egg? Nature is bigger than our equations, 
proportionally to its lifespan. We know that there are “cycles” of events in nature, but cycles or 
feedback loops themselves are evolving. For the design of our experimental equations, we simply 
assert certain initial conditions and iterate the equations, which evolves both chicken and egg. 

“A dynamical system is a system whose behavior changes over time, often in response to external 
stimulation or forcing. The term feedback refers to a situation in which two (or more) dynamical 
systems are connected together such that each system influences the other and their dynamics are 
thus strongly coupled. Simple causal reasoning about a feedback system is difficult because the first 
system influences the second and the second system influences the first, leading to a circular argument. 
This makes reasoning based on cause and effect tricky, and it is necessary to analyze the system as a 
whole. A consequence of this is that the behavior of feedback systems is often counterintuitive, and it 



is therefore necessary to resort to formal methods to understand them.” – “Feedback Systems: An 
Introduction for Scientists and Engineers” by Karl J. Åström and Richard M. Murray.  

 

Figure 7 - This particular Julia fractal is also known as Newton fractal. It is quasi self-similar. 

Fractals are also mentioned in the studies of complex functions that map a plane onto a plane and 
therefore, accomplish some kind of transformation of the plane. Pretend that a plane simply means 
having a visual image that represents the plane. Fractals can be drawn by recursively transforming any 
visual image, although that is not the whole story of fractals.  

Next, you will hear about fractals in the studies of quantum mechanics and novel materials, in 
mechanics, in city planning, in computer efficiency studies, in brain studies, and every other aspect of 
life. Complexity science will greatly enhance our lives and people who govern the society will be 
complexity scientists. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

I hope you enjoyed this introduction and I hope to see you for the official presentation at Balccon 
2014 for some in-depth coding.  

  

 

 

Read more at http://perceptron.sourceforge.net/ 

 

http://perceptron.sourceforge.net/
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FRACTAL GEOMETRY AND 
PROGRAMMING IN JAVA
Chaos represents the property of mathematically deterministic systems to behave
unpredictably and generate random variability. Unpredictability is built into every aspect
of our world and the chaos is all around us. A typical system of interest such as a
biological entity or a weather system is open and coupled to the environment – it is
receiving feedback from the environment, which enables the effects of chaos to become
apparent. Simple rules of behavior produce rich spectrum of outcomes that we study as
geometric patterns. Most shapes in nature are both ordered and disordered. In addition,
they are self-similar or fractal. Here we demonstrate several ways to produce fractals by
using Java programming language. In particular, we show details of design of Perceptron
program http://perceptron.sourceforge.net/. We review courses for further education.

Predrag Bokšić
Facebook.com/GianniTee

Good afternoon and welcome to “Fractal Geometry and Programming in Java”. I am 
going to give you an introduction to chaos and complexity. Then we’ll move on to 
exploration of video feedback fractals.
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CHAOS
is

a mixture  

of randomness, 

irregularity

and regularity.

 

 

Chaos is a mixture of randomness, irregularity and regularity. Nature is chaotic. It is both 
ordered and disordered in time and space. Chaos alongside symmetry, is the key to its 
beauty, novelty and wonder. 
 
Photo: own work using http://www.ultrafractal.com/ Mandelbrot fractal. 
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CHAOS IS PRODUCED 
IN DETERMINISTIC PROCESSES

Lets calculate Logistic map {

Set initial value x0 and parameter R

Repeat this {

}

}

This is a cyclic system, a.k.a. feedback system.

1 (1 )t t tx Rx x+ = −

 

 

Chaos is produced in deterministic processes of nature, such as the calculation of logistic 
map. This equation is the logistic map. We set the initial value x0 and parameter R, and 
repeat or iterate the calculation. Logistic map is deterministic, because it always produces 
the same result for the given input. If we repeatedly calculate the new result by using the 
previous result, we can obtain ordered or overall chaotic behavior. 
 
Photo: own work using http://www.apophysis.org/, probably flame fractal. 
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CHAOS IS PRODUCED 
IN DETERMINISTIC PROCESSES

For certain parameter R and initial value of x0, the logistic map produces chaotic results. The 
signal that you see plotted below never repeats itself and yet it exhibits some degree of 
order as well. Notice how all the output values fall on the same parabolic curve in the upper 
right window.  

Photo: Logistic Map model in NetLogo by Santa Fe institute. See online learning courses. 
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CHAOS IS PRODUCED 
IN DETERMINISTIC PROCESSES

Given logistic map always produces the same result when we rerun it. Still, its characteristic 
output as a whole is randomness. If we try to pause it and restart it again by manually 
inserting the approximate value of x, we obtain an unexpected pattern, because the logistic 
map magnifies the relevance of missing number decimals. Many processes in nature are 
outputting chaotic signals because of this sensitivity.  
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Infinite loop that calculates a “map” in discrete time steps or 
a system of continuous differential equations in 3 dimensions 

can exhibit chaos.

 

 

So is there any rule? Infinite loop that calculates a “map” in discrete time steps or a system 
of continuous differential equations in 3 dimensions can exhibit chaos. 
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NOVEL DEFINITIONS OF SYSTEM ARE NECESSARY

We may view living *organisms and nature as a single system.

acquire information  system reads in initial conditions

respond in non-linear fashion  nature always listens

acquire global output  *system is one with environment

 

 

Novel definitions of system are necessary and chaos theory can give us new perspective on 
nature. What seems like exchange of input/output information between living organisms 
and nature, becomes a single equation. We may view living organisms and nature as a single 
equation – or single system. Organisms acquire information, respond in non-linear fashion 
and attain unity with the natural world. 
 
In the background, we see a metabolic map of human organism that shows different 
pathways between genes, enzymes and metabolites, demonstrating that a drug used to 
target one gene may have several different effects — and consequences — on other 
pathways. 
http://weill.cornell.edu/news/news/2014/06/metabolic-map-of-human-body-created.html 
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EMERGENCE

 

 

Emergence is how complex things develop over time by starting from only the fundamental 
law of nature (depicted here as particle process diagram). Chaotic signal could be the source 
of ideas that evolution can refine.  
 
Photo credit: http://asymptotia.com/2007/05/14/penguin-opportunity/ 
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Lets listen to Murray Gell-Mann, Nobel physicist who studied the fundamental particle laws 
of nature in the footsteps of famous Richard Feynman and others. He is also a founder of 
Santa Fe research institute, dedicated to the science of complexity.  
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DIFFERENT PARAMETERS AND 
VARIABLES CAN BE VISUALIZED

 

 

Let us return to the maps such as the logistic map. We can visualize different aspects of 
these maps. Different parameters and variables can be visualized. 
 
Photo: own work, probably Barnsley fractal using Fractint. 
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WE CAN TEST HOW MANY ITERATIONS ARE 
REQUIRED TO REACH A LIMIT OF SOME KIND.

COLORS REPRESENT THESE NUMBERS.

 

 

We can test how many iterations are required to reach a limit of some kind. Colors represent 
these numbers. The most famous chaotic landscapes are Julia fractals. They arise from 
testing each individual point of the plane. We test a coordinate as input parameter in a map 
equation, and iterate it to see how fast the given map reaches the limit we have set. The 
colors are assigned to the coordinates according to the number of cycles that it takes to 
reach that limit. 
 
Photo: own work using http://www.ultrafractal.com/ Julia fractal. 
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We create chaotic worlds similar to Earth. 
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RAYS OF LIGHT REFRACT THROUGH THE WATER

• Similar visual effect can be accomplished by a “mapping” such as 

Znew = function of (Zold) 

which means, (xnew, ynew) = f (xold, yold)

which means, take a point (xold, yold) from the plane

…and move it to location (xnew, ynew) 

 

 

Maps are essentially equations that take coordinates as input and produce new coordinates. 
Hence, they are morphing the plane from which we take the initial coordinates into a new 
landscape. Light refraction is an example of such morphing, but it is more varied across the 
plane when compared to the simple maps that we study. 
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z

 

 

In the following series of examples, we morph or transform Balccon flyer by applying the 
map given in the green circle to the left. Here the map is simply z, which means that the 
complex function f(z) = z. We just input the original, and produce the identical output. 
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-z

Here, the map is –z, which reverses the sides. 
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1 / z

Here, the map is the inverse of z. 
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Count the 
“second 
base” 
titles.

Computer first 
makes many 
copies of the 

poster to fill large 
area of the plane. 

Then it applies 
the map 1/z.

Count the “second base” titles. There are many titles everywhere, which indicates that the 
initial flyer was multiplied initially. Computer first makes many copies of the poster to fill 
large area of the plane. Then it applies the map 1/z. This is because the size of the flyer 
alone is not sufficiently large to cover the whole plane. 
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When we repeat any transformation, we produce very interesting fractal images (depending 
from the transformation). Repeating the transformation is also known as recursion. In this 
video, we see more than one transformation and parameters are continuously changing.  
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IRAN’S MOSQUES BY MOHAMMAD DOMIRI

Here we see more examples of image morphing. 
http://www.boredpanda.com/iran-mosque-photography-mohammad-domiri/ 
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IRAN’S MOSQUES BY MOHAMMAD DOMIRI

http://www.boredpanda.com/iran-mosque-photography-mohammad-domiri/ 
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GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS ARE DISCUSSED 
IN A VARIETY OF WAYS

• “Conformal image mapping”

• “Projections”

• “Projection masks”

• “Image morphing”

• mathworld.wolfram.com/ConformalMapping.html

Geometric transformations are discussed in a variety of ways. Phrase “conformal mapping” 
is used at Wolfram.com, but we need to integrate different areas of math to give meaning to 
equations, maps, functions, complex functions and so forth, or we won’t be able to search 
for information online.  
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CLASSICAL VIDEO FEEDBACK ART

If we repeat the same transformation again and again, we recursively transform given image. 
Classical video feedback art coincidentally matches that description. As we point the camera 
at the TV screen, we form a circular flow of visual images where each image represents the 
transformation of the previous images. 
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Let’s look at the works of local artists who use this art form today… 
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classes.yale.edu/fractals/Labs/VideofeedbackLab

T
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In this image, we see a TV set positioned in the corner made of mirrors. It is quite difficult to 
grasp what is what, but copies of images within images now form a bluish fractal tree. 
Mirrors add linear transformations into the video feedback system and thus produce 
complex exactly self-similar fractals (also known as IFS fractals). At the link shown below you 
can find online course that explains linear transformations in video feedback setup and their 
effect on the formation of final image. (Notice that they call those transformations “affine 
transforms”.) 
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This little demo will help us understand the meaning of linear transformations. Usually, 
they are operations that copy, zoom, or rotate image. Here you can see that the position 
of 3 relevant points in plane defines a fractal tree. 

http://www.sweetandfizzy.com/fractals/tracktal.html 
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Perceptron

Perceptron is a program that I am currently developing. It is the powerful source of video 
feedback fractals… and chaos! Here you see the effect of certain linear transformations that 
are producing these fractal trees. 
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Perceptron is similar to the classical artistic setup in which we point the camera at the 
television screen. Here, we can add a persistent image to the surface of the screen, write a 
note or add a geometric transformation of visual images in a perpetual loop. 
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• Perceptron is a program written in Java for Java

Language Platform

Similar to C#                       Virtual computer that

Object oriented                   runs on all operating

Concurrent                            systems (windows, linux, mac)

open-source collaboration (M.Rule/P.Boksic@SourceForge.net)

2007-2010      2010-2014         Find, Create, and Publish Open Source software for free
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•Perceptron is Java Swing application, which means that is uses 
Swing library to display windows. 

• JavaFX will replace Swing, experts say. It allows novel design process using 
XML definitions of windows, and runs both as a desktop application and a 
web application.

• Perceptron renders BufferedImages using Graphics2D object directly 
into JFrame, but with Graphics translation method to fit the image 
within window.

• It is possible to use OpenGL alternative for default Java graphics and Swing 
and the most impressive one is JMonkey platform for game development. 
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•Perceptron is an active rendering application, which is similar 
to games. It has a simple infinite loop that runs in a thread
apart from Swing’s Event Dispatching Thread (EDT).

•We use a small hack to prevent dialogue problems in 
Windows by making the Main class extend JFrame class.

public class Main extends JFrame 
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•We create the window object on EDT and execute the active 
rendering loop in another thread. However, active rendering 
loop sometimes creates dialogues.

•Open Java for Linux is more resilient to code that breaks 
these conventions. 

•Open Java also exhibits unexpected behavior when taking 
screen snapshots, since it works faster than the time it takes 
grabber window to hide itself. 
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•Open Java for Linux is faster than Oracle Java for Windows 
perhaps due to OS response to high quality graphics 
settings such as these.

For an object of type Graphics2D .setRenderingHint

(RenderingHints.KEY_..., RenderingHints.VALUE_...);   
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•Oracle Java for Windows runs at lowest CPU utilization level 
with some versions of ATI Radeon graphics driver.
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Perceptron does not use synchronization.
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Perceptron Algorithm
{

Operate tables that contain numbers. 

Copy data around cyclically. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o o o o

}

 

 

Perceptron operates by using tables of data, each of equivalent format. Data is copied, 
moved around in a cycle that is similar to the cycle of visual images in a video feedback loop. 
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Table 1 – part of the plane we are looking
{

}

 

 

Table 1 contains part of the plane that we are looking, literally the coordinates arranged in a 
table, which makes it a coordinate system. Each individual member of this table is a pair of 
numbers, also known as complex number z = (x, y). 
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Table 1 – part of the plane we are looking
{

}

11 1

1

4,4 4,4

4, 4 4, 4

w

h hw

z z i i
InitialSet

z z i i

−   
   = =   
   − − −   

 

     

 

 

 

Here we see the mathematical notation for the initial set. Matrices that you see possess 
indexes that are different from the one we use in programming. These begin with 1 and in 
programming, they begin with 0. 
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Table 2 – lookup table 
{

}

11 1

1

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

w

h hw

f z f z
L f

f z f z

 
 =  
 
 



  



 

 

If table 1 contains coordinates denoted by z_old, the lookup table contains values of z_new 
obtained by calculating the complex function f for each z_old. Complex function f plays a 
role of usually non-linear geometric transformation, sort of a selected image morphing. 
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Table 2 – lookup table EXAMPLE
{

Let f(z) = 1 / z which means

x_new = 1 / x_old

y_new = 1 / y_old.

For each point z_old from table 1

calculate z_new and store it in lookup table.

}

 

 

Here is an example of the lookup table based on this particular complex function. Please 
look for more information about complex numbers and functions. 
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Table 3 – “gradient” that contains pixels
{

Essentially simplified image with reduced data 
content. 

}

 

 

Table 3 is the “gradient” that contains pixels. It is essentially simplified image with reduced 
data content. Each element is a shade of gray ranging from 0 to 255. It is used for coloring 
the final fractal image that we are producing. It can be turned off. 
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Table 4 – bailout matrix 
{

Table with TRUE or FALSE answers to the question 
whether the given point z_new (from the lookup 
table) is within the limit circle of radius r. 

}

11 1

1

| ( ) | | ( ) |
( )

| ( ) | | ( ) |

w

h hw

f z r f z r
B f

f z r f z r

< < 
 =  
 < < 



  



 

 

The bailout matrix is a table with TRUE or FALSE answers to the question whether the given 
point z_new (from the lookup table) is within the limit circle of radius r. The mathematical 
notation states that we check whether the modulus of complex number f(z) or z_new is 
within the circle of radius r. 
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Two more tables – screen and temporary screen 
{

Tables that contain pixels are images.

By pixel we mean color as integer number.

e.g. 123456789 = 123 red 456 green 789 blue

}

Two more tables exist – screen and temporary screen. These tables contain pixels and 
therefore, they are images. By pixel we mean color as integer number. E.g. 123456789 = 
123 red 456 green 789 blue. Actually, each color channel contains a value from 0 to 255.
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Tables are stored as one–dimensional arrays 
{

All tables possess the same format (W x H).

But…

For speed purposes, each table is stored as a 
single long array.

}
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Flow
{

At the location z_new

we read the pixel from the screen

if z_new location is within circle

we color invert pixel found there

otherwise if z_new is outside of circle

we mix its color with the color of the gradient and color invert it

if z_new location is beyond the screen’s edge 

we use linear transformation to contract z_new location and read pixel

}

Synchronous actions {
Read data at the same index 
position in lookup table, 
bailout matrix, and 
gradient. Use this data to 
Write to the same index 
position in buffer. 

}

 

 

The flow of visual information can be understood as the process of copying pixel data from 
the screen (left) to the temporary screen (buffer). In order to update a pixel stored in the 
buffer at certain index, we use data found at that same index position in other tables: 
lookup table, bailout matrix, and gradient. The value of z_new found in the lookup table at 
that index position tells us where to read the pixel from the screen. Color obtained from the 
screen is then mixed with the gradient and color inverted according to this algorithm. (Other 
color filters and special effects also exist.) If the z_new location is an off-screen point, then 
we use a linear transformation to shrink that value. It is simplest to use the remainder of 
integer division operand, where we divide z_new by the length of screen and then take 
remainder. Few similar formulas are implemented.  
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FURTHER ANALYSIS
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On the left side we see the map z, or in other words, complex function f(z) = z. Also, we 
combine the map z with the so-called pullback transformation, which allows one to “zoom” 
in or out. On the right side we see classical video feedback made by using a webcam. The 
contours on the left image are equivalent to frames within frames on the right image. They 
possess interchanging colors black and white, because of the color inversion step in our 
algorithm. They are round, which is related to the limit circle and the application of 
boundary (bailout) test in our algorithm. 
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In the first row, we see the map z and we gradually show the presence of linear 
transformation combined towards the right. In the second row, the map is z squared, and z 
to the 4th degree in the second image of the second row. Everything is gray, because all 
colors come from the gradient. The origin of interchanging contours is the color inversion 
step of our algorithm. We can control the degree by which we use the gradient or other 
apply other color “functions”. 
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Different types of boundary (bailout) tests produce more interesting results. These go 
beyond just the limit circle that we mentioned so far.  Here we did not use the gradient, 
but a very specific initial image that is being transformed recursively. 
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Optimization possibilities
{

Look for experienced people, program examples…

Learn better programming with “Java: The Complete  
Reference” by Herbert Schildt and other books that we cannot afford.

Use bitwise operations… see “Hacker's Delight” by Henry S. 
Warren (Addison Wesley 2002).

Try OpenCL – google for APARAPI and use AMD  
graphics acceleration in Java for calculations.

Try Java 8 lambdas with parallel processing.

Try Java 8 ExecutorService e = 
Executors.newWorkStealingPool();

}
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LEARNING CHAOS THEORY 
• Series of online courses at www.complexityexplorer.org – expanding series of free courses by Santa Fe institute.

• Material available for the course Agent Based Modeling of Complex Adaptive Systems by University Delft at http://goo.gl/GoXK7X - "...a dynamic network of many agents (which may 
represent cells, species, individuals, firms, nations) acting in parallel, constantly acting and reacting to what the other agents are doing”.

• Course by Cornell University in nonlinear dynamics and chaos http://goo.gl/bTw4G2 - classical college lectures by Steven Strogatz featuring heavy mathematical analysis.

• Popular forum at www.fractalforums.com – a forum on every possible topic related to chaos or fractals, which now includes Chaos TV.

• NetLogo simulation environment ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo – playing environment for the study of various problems in complexity science.

• Algorithmic Beauty of Plants at http://algorithmicbotany.org - computational design of plants.

• Graphics programming language www.processing.org – programming language for easy access to graphics functionality, visualization and many artistic effects.

• “Complexity” by Melanie Mitchell (Oxford 2009) – a guide, easy general textbook on many different topics approximately covered by complexity science.

• “Chaos: Making a New Science” by James Gleick (Penguin Books 2008, original 1987) – entertaining reportage on chaos, now a history book for easy reading.

• “Chaos and Fractals” by Heinz-Otto Peitgen, Hartmut Jürgens and Dietmar Saupe (second edition by Springer 2004) – a
graphical and mathematical exploration of fractals that offers clearly laid-out story designed to be understandable in full.

• “Sync” by Steven Strogatz (Hyperion 2004) – essential reading on the synchronization and other topics for the masses.

• “The Nonlinear Universe” by Alwyn C. Scott (Springer 2007) – advanced overview of a variety of research areas where nonlinear science played some role.

• “Fractals and Chaos Simplified for the Life Sciences” by Larry S. Liebowitch (Oxford 1998) – collection of definitions, diagrams and formulas from the complexity science.

• thepiratebay.se

• bookfi.org
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